MINI-COM CAT5E & CAT6 STP SPRING SHUTTERED JACK MODULE

NOTES:
1. RED WIRE CAP DESIGNATES CATEGORY 5E PERFORMANCE.
2. WHITE WIRE CAP DESIGNATES CATEGORY 6 PERFORMANCE.
3. MATERIAL:
   - MODULE HOUSING: ABS
   - SHIELD: TIN PLATED PHOS. BRONZE
   - WIRE CAP/CLIP: ZINC AND PC
4. ALL CATEGORY 5E & 6, 8 POSITION, 8 WIRE JACK MODULES ARE UNIVERSAL IN DESIGN. THEY ACCEPT SIX AND EIGHT POSITION MODULAR PLUGS WITHOUT DAMAGE.
5. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.
6. .187 x .010" GROUNDING TAB PROVIDED AS OPTIONAL CONDUCTIVE PATH FOR GROUNDING.
7. ONLY THE 6 COLORS LISTED IN THE TABLE ARE AVAILABLE.
8. SHUTTER DOOR OPENS AND CLOSES AUTOMATICALLY WITH PLUG INSERTION AND REMOVAL.
9. SHUTTER DOOR PREVENTS THE ACCUMULATION OF DUST PER IP-40 PROTECTION RATING STANDARDS.
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